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Abstract: Within the context of cultural globalization, contemporary Chinese design needs to be
particularly clear about three things: the cultural context on which it shall be based, the
perspective from which it understands target groups, and the path by which it finds and solves
problems. From the perspective of oriental design, the construction of contemporary Chinese
design must be based on Chinese culture and take it as the cultural standpoint. It also must uphold
the aesthetic perspective and experience of oriental aesthetics. Moreover, it must always maintain
a dialectical attitude of learning and understanding towards different cultures, perspectives and
techniques, and learn from each other's strengths so that Chinese design can truly meet the
material and spiritual needs of the audience in the form of “things”. By comparing and analyzing
the basic standpoints and perspectives of Oriental aesthetics, this study discusses the current
boundary problems of Chinese design. By examining the characteristics of Oriental design that
bases its standpoints and ideas on Chinese aesthetics, it explores the development direction and
trends of Chinese design. Through the analysis of oriental design and the construction of the
boundary of Chinese design, it strives to further establish the cultural confidence of Chinese
design and locates the sound development of Chinese design in the future. Keywords: oriental
aesthetics；Chinese aesthetics；oriental design；the boundaries of design；the position of Chinese
design.

INTRODUCTION
The Oriental Design Forum initiated by Shanghai Jiao Tong University has been

successfully held for four times. Since the first forum, scholars and designers from
design circles at home and abroad have repeatedly given in-depth discussions on
Oriental Design with rich content and diverse perspectives, and achieved remarkable
results. Reviewing the topics most concerned by scholars in previous forums,
keywords such as Oriental Design, Oriental Aesthetics and Contemporary Practice
were frequently mentioned (Zhou, 2017). Those topics highlighted over the previous
forums just reveal that the current design circles have been keenly aware of the new
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opportunities and challenges facing oriental design in the development of the world
today, especially Chinese design.
China’s Belt and Road Initiative is established with a clear understanding of the

current pattern and future direction of the world in the new era, which sees the role
and value of multicultural exchanges for cooperation and mutual benefits in the
current world development. In his speech at the headquarters of the League of Arab
States, President Xi Jinping noted that: “Constructing the Belt and Road Initiative, we
advocate that different ethnic groups and different cultures must communicate for
good rather than evil. We shall dismantle walls instead of building it, and shall use the
dialogue as a ‘golden rule’ to help countries become good neighbors”. In the context
of cultural globalization, Oriental design must act as a carrier of oriental cultures to
demonstrate cultural characteristics in the process of building the Belt and Road. It
must also be able to build bridges for exchanges and commutations with countries
around the world. Therefore, the author believes that it is necessary to further evaluate
and forecast the Chinese design practice based on the oriental cultural context from
the perspective of oriental aesthetics.

ORIENTALAESTHETICS AND CHINESE AESTHETICS
The Origin of Oriental Aesthetics

“Oriental” is a vocabulary with distinctive geographical and regional characteristics.
Literally, it represents the orientation in terms of geospatial space. However,
“Oriental” has been often given the meaning at the cultural comparative level, and
existed as a reference to the “West”. In this “Oriental” developed from the western
perspective, there are too many meanings and definitions given by the west with a
status of "other", which obscure the original features of oriental cultures, resulting in
misunderstanding and even misrepresentation.
Tracing back to the beginning of human civilizations, the cultures that emerged

around the world evolved independently. There was no such thing as “Oriental
Cultures” or “Western Cultures”. Further, it was rare to see the comparison between
Oriental and Western cultures. During the Age of Enlightenment, the expansion of
Western capitalism led the west to gradually discover and pay attention to the
“Oriental” that was completely different from it. At this time, “Oriental” became the
reference object of Western culture under the context of “Western Centralism” in most
cases. Western scholars took their own culture as the benchmark to establish the
theoretical framework of oriental cultures. This one-sided cultural perspective had
blocked the smooth communication between oriental and Western cultures for a long
time.
The concept of “Oriental Aesthetics” was developed in the discourse system of

Western scholars in the middle of the 20th century. At first, it was the French scholar
Rene Grousset who developed the "Oriental Aesthetics". Then, in his work “Oriental
Aesthetics”, Thomas Munro tried to establish a world-wide aesthetic system from a
multicultural perspective. In the period where the western culture oriented theory still
dominated, studies that promoted oriental aesthetics did not change the status of
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“other”, nor did they attract the attention of the academic circles. We can see that the
studies of oriental aesthetics by Western scholars in the 20th century had not
completely shaken off the influence of the Western-centered theory. Just like the
studies focusing on the “Oriental” in the same era, the oriental aesthetics that was
labeled with “Oriental” was only a Western generalization proposed by western
scholars as a reference for the “Western” aesthetics. It was the research perspective
that led the west to fail to realize that the “Oriental” at the regional level contained a
rich and diverse cultural system, and to not able to distinguish the unique history of
the aesthetics development in the oriental countries.
By the 1980s, the emergence of Western postmodern culture contributed to the

dissolution of Western culture centered theory. In 1978, American scholar Edward W.
Said's Oriental Studies was published. The work revealed the essence that the oriental
was marginalized and distorted under the discourse system of West centered theory. It
pointed out that Orientalism that was based on Western Monism had brought
destruction to and qualified the Oriental societies and cultures. The publishing of the
work raised discussion of and attention on the “Oriental” from all walks of life in the
West. A number of studies and arguments that attempted to resolve the binary
opposition between the East and the West had emerged. Under the circumstance that
advocated cultural pluralism, the studies of oriental aesthetics were no longer based
on the mindset that regarded it as a contrast for the “Western” aesthetics, and
gradually went beyond the limitations of Western culture and Western aesthetics. The
way of equal communication and interactive dialogue made the studies of oriental
aesthetics under the post-modern cultural context to pay more attention to the
characteristics of oriental cultures, and constructed the oriental aesthetic theory
system that truly embodied the essence of oriental cultures in the way of oriental
philosophy.

Notes on Oriental Aesthetics

German philosopher Baumgarten first explicitly gave the concept of “aesthetics” in
1750. Since then, the modern Western “aesthetics” has become a mature subject after
several centuries of efforts. However, the development of “Oriental Aesthetics” have
been relatively new. As mentioned above, the discipline framework, theoretical
system, and research methods of the original “Oriental Aesthetics” largely took the
Western aesthetic model for reference, and became different only after the emergence
of Western postmodern culture. The “Oriental Aesthetics” still has many problems
worthy of discussion and improvement even today.
We must carefully distinguish and consider the signified scope of the “Oriental” in

“Oriental Aesthetics”. As mentioned above, from the perspective of Western centered
theory, “Oriental Aesthetics” is the general term for the aesthetics of many Eastern
countries and regions in terms of geographical concept. It was developed to make
comparison with Western aesthetics. The “Oriental” here mentioned referred not only
to China, Japan, South Korea, North Korea, Vietnam, but also many Asian and
African regions such as Egypt, India, and Persia. Obviously, this definition was too
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general and completely ignored the cultural and aesthetic differences of various
countries and regions in the east. When talking about the world cultural system, Mr. Ji
Xianlin divided the culture into “Oriental Culture” and “Western Culture”, and
subdivided “Oriental Culture” into the Chinese cultural circle, the Islamic selection
cultural circle, and the Indian cultural circle (Ji, 2008). This division precisely
revealed the diversity of characteristics within oriental cultures. The general concept
of “oriental aesthetics” will ignore the diversity of cultures in the east, which in
specific research resulted in unclear objects, unclear problems, and inability to carry
out in-deep study.
So, can “Chinese Aesthetics” entirely represent “Oriental Aesthetics”? In this case,

we must also be cautious. While there are significant differences between Chinese
culture and Egyptian culture and Indian culture, there are many similarities and
commonalities between it and Vietnamese culture, Korean culture and Japanese
culture. Ji Xianlin's cultural circle division followed this law. Egyptian culture and
Indian culture had produced artistic languages and aesthetic philosophy with their
own cultural characteristics, which Chinese culture and Chinese aesthetics are unable
to represent. The same is true of “Oriental Aesthetics”. Regarding “Chinese
aesthetics” as Oriental Aesthetics is contradict to the basic position that adheres to
diversified aesthetics.
We are more tended to understand “Oriental Aesthetics” at two different levels.

That is, it can be understood as a vision that attempts to go beyond the Western
Centralism framework and promote the further development of aesthetic studies in
countries and regions in the east. In the specific aesthetic research and application, the
term “Oriental Aesthetics” shall carry out more specific and targeted aesthetic
discussions in line with the cultural background and aesthetic practice of different
countries, regions and nationalities.
The author wrote this article to consider issues of contemporary Chinese design

from the perspective of oriental aesthetics. For this purpose, the “Oriental Aesthetics”
mentioned here focuses more on the philosophical foundation and aesthetics ideology
of the Chinese cultural circle. That is, explore the similarities and differences between
Chinese aesthetics and the aesthetics of other countries in the Chinese cultural circle
in line with the development process and the construction of theoretical system of
Chinese aesthetics, thereby clarifying the unique qualities of Chinese aesthetics. Of
course, this does not mean to completely repudiate the foundation laid by Western
aesthetics, as “Aesthetics” itself was a discipline from the West. The “aesthetics” that
is currently known as a subject has not yet appeared in the Chinese cultural circle
before modern times. Learning and drawing lessons from Western aesthetics was a
necessary stage for aesthetics to enter China. However, after learning and drawing
lessons, Chinese aesthetics needs to be rooted in the local cultural soil and aesthetic
experience and developed an aesthetic system with Chinese cultural characteristics.
For example, Peng Xiuyin argued that Aesthetics was actually a kind of 'hiding'

form in the original ecology of oriental cultures. That meant that on the one hand, the
deep and exquisite aesthetic wisdom in the east is the lack of systematic theory, and
unconsciously involve aesthetic and art of the hiding aesthetics; on the other hand,
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due to the mutual integration of the oriental generalized aesthetic with cultural
material and life experience, the texts of oriental aesthetics is attached to religion,
philosophy, ethics, etc., or to literary theories, painting theory, and music theory,
dance theory and other, becoming a hidden but not self-existence that was combined
into other ideas (Peng &Liu, 1999). Zong (2013) also pointed out that there were rich
aesthetic ideas in ancient Chinese literary theories, painting theories, music theories.
Notes from literati and artist, though with a few words, can also reveal profound
aesthetic insights.
Therefore, it is clear that Chinese aesthetics has a different history and tradition

from Western aesthetics. It comes from artistic practice and focuses on further
promoting the development of artistic practice. Moreover, Chinese aesthetics must
pay attention to its application and development in contemporary social context. The
art practice in ancient China has established a rich aesthetic thought. In addition to
summing up and refining the thought, it should also be combined with contemporary
art practice and contemporary social development, we must combine it with
contemporary art practice and contemporary social development, so as to maintain its
vitality and development momentum in the contemporary era. In this regard, this
study has theoretical and practical values when exploring contemporary design from
the perspective of oriental aesthetics.

THE BOUNDARIES OF ORIENTAL DESIGN
At the beginning of its establishment, “Oriental Design” pointed out that the use of

the word "Oriental" has two meanings. First, it revealed an intrinsic perspective that
aims to get rid of Western design as its center. It advocated that the scope of
contemporary design shall go beyond the west. By learning and drawing lessons from
Western design, it constructed a position and attitude of the design discipline with a
distinctive oriental cultural feature. Second, it defined the specific cultural categories
and aesthetic methods specified by the “Oriental” in the current discipline
construction. That is, it took Chinese Han culture as the main body, drew lessons from
the Chinese traditional creation practice, and applied for contemporary design theory
construction and design practice (Zhou, 2019). From this point of view, there has been
a very similar perspective and viewpoint between “Oriental Design” and “Oriental
Aesthetics”.
Like Oriental aesthetics, “design” has been a discipline that was born with the

development of modern western industry. As a result, the construction of Chinese
design disciplines inevitably learnt and drew lessons from the west. However, at
present, as globalization entered a new stage and the Western centered theory is
continuously dissolved, the cultural globalization has accepted and promoted the
development and mutual exchanges of ideas, cultures and art of different regions and
nations with diversified and open minds. Under this historical background, Chinese
design shall no longer stay at the level of learning the West, but focus on promoting
the establishment of “Oriental Design” that takes the essence of Chinese culture as
basis, integrates the design experience of Chinese Han culture circle, draws lessons
from Western design achievements, and meets the needs of contemporary Chinese
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social development. This discipline shall keep an eye on the pattern of world
development, see the expectations and requirements of world design for the Chinese
design and even the design of countries within the entire Chinese Han culture circle. It
shall enrich the world design structure, expand the vision of world design, and deepen
the depth of thought and cultural connotation of world design by means of discipline
construction, theoretical exploration, and design practice. Therefore, the author
believes that the construction of contemporary "Oriental Design" shall be based on
China's philosophy of "different while harmonious" to clarify its cultural standpoint,
design perspective, and scope of practice.

Design Boundaries of Cultural Consciousness

“Cultural Consciousness” was promoted by Mr. Fei Xiaotong. Mr. Fei gave this
concept in line with his profound understanding of the ancient Chinese philosophy of
“different while harmonious”. Cultural consciousness meant that people living with a
given culture have a 'self-knowledge' of their culture, understand its origins, processes
of formation, characteristics and trends of its development. Self-knowledge was to
strengthen the independent ability of cultural transformation and to obtain an
independent status that determines the adaptation to the new environment and cultural
choices in the new era. (Cultural conscious) emphasized that first of all people know
their own culture, decide maintain or abandon it in line with its adaptability to the new
environment. Second, they understand other cultures they encounter, gain their
essence, and combine it with their own. After all cultures have realized their
consciousness, this culturally diverse world has the conditions to form a basic order
with common recognition in the autonomous integration of each other, establishing a
common code for the peaceful coexistence, promotion of their strengths, and joint
development of various cultures (Fei, 1999). By analyzing the “cultural
consciousness” theory, we can gain a profound sense of cultural boundaries. It
requires us to have a deep understanding and cognition of our own culture, and to
capture the differences between our own culture and that of other countries and
regions. We must take root in our own cultural traditions while actively accepting and
recognizing different cultures, and must seek common ground while reserving
differences, and complement each other with respect and understanding (Liu, 2010).
The words “perfecting beauty of each other and achieving great unity” pointed out the
supreme realm of pursuit of cultural consciousness.
The core and life of design is culture. So, a longer-term future of design lies in

understanding its cultural soil. For Chinese design, constructing cultural boundaries of
design and establishing cultural consciousness is the first step to locate the direction
of development of Chinese design in the wave of globalization. Over recent years,
Chinese design, though achieving rapid development and prosperity, has gradually
exposed its deficiencies and defects.
At the moment, the diverse cultural shock has brought Chinese design with

“cultural selection difficulties” and “cultural loss”. It was manifested in that facing the
cultural environment of rapid development and change, the diversification of cultural
forms made Chinese design difficult to choose and was at a loss, and in that its design
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languages revealed problems such as chaos, disorder, deviation from mainstreaming,
and vulgarization. When we criticize that some Chinese works were lack of
innovation and inner spirit, outdated, and couldn’t keep up with the pace of the times,
and failed to satisfy people's material and spiritual needs, we found that the crux of
the problem was that they were lack of sufficient cultural confidence and clear
understanding of cultural boundaries. As designers failed to maintain a firm position
and accurate understanding of their own culture, and just relied on fragmented
splicing and scattered combinations to form their design languages, the cultural
position and values   of their works were scattered and acentric, which to a certain
extent hindered Chinese design to break through and gain greater impact in the era of
collisions of multiple cultures. For example, the design style of some buildings in
China today was lost in a strange circle. The architectural languages were chaotic,
appearing in manners which were out of the ancient and present fashions, neither in
Chinese nor western styles. They were the simple and rude combination of the
Chinese, Western, ancient and modern architectural languages. These seemingly
ridiculous architectural forms revealed the unsettled and confused cultural position of
the current Chinese designers. They also indicated the urgency to reshape the
mainstream culture in the multicultural environment, to eliminate the vulgar taste, and
to emphasize cultural consciousness.

Design Perspective in Line with Local Characteristics

It is true that, as mentioned earlier, the establishment of the design discipline
originally came from the West. It was in the modern times that China’s old cultural
system was broken with the turbulence of the world situation. The education system
of Western modern design was gradually introduced into China at this time, and the
discipline localization construction was carried out in China. Learning Western
cultures and drawing lessons from Western modern design concepts and practices was
an inevitable development process for Chinese design. However, at the moment of the
development of globalization, we have been also deeply aware that excessive
dependence on and imitation of Western design for a long time will only make
Chinese design weak in the vitality of development and the competitiveness in the
surge of cultural globalization. Some of the problems with Chinese design have been
already exposed.
On the one hand, in the face of the permeation and advancement of Western thought

and cultures in China, some Chinese designers have been deeply immersed in it
without knowing it. They were unable to free themselves from the influence of
Western cultures. As they left their own culture behind, their design works were lack
of cultural nourishment as rootless duckweed. Imitating and copying the works of
Western designers has been seen everywhere in China’s current design circle. Works
without cultural souls will be eliminated. On the other, China’s indigenous
modernization process ignored the differences between regions, ethnic groups and
populations. In pursuing rapid economic development, the cultural differences of
regions, ethnic groups and populations have been overwhelmed by a homogenized
modernity. In serving different audiences, as some Chinese designers blindly pursued
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the so-called modernity and westernization, but lacked the in-depth analysis of local
audiences, they gave the homogenized designs to audiences with different social and
cultural backgrounds. Those designed were difficult to be recognized and accepted,
even hindered the inheritance of Chinese culture and the development of the nation.
The assimilation of China's rural landscape design was a concentrated expression of
this crux. In the process of modernization, rural areas in China “abandoned” the
traditional village style and “lost” the traditional rural cultures. The “one thousand
villages with one appearance” has led to the loss the vitality of the Chinese
countryside. Lack of awareness of the local cultures and social environment among
designers and managers has been one of the important reasons for this situation.

Design Awareness with Humanistic Care

Lack of humanistic care has been one of the cruxes that caused current superficial
problems in Chinese design. First of all, we must be aware that China's modernization
transformation is a major change that affects all areas of the country and all its groups.
It involves people from different regions and different social and cultural backgrounds.
The differences make them unable to locate their position in time in the modern
transformation in the same pace. In Chinese design, the unclear division of the
audience and boundaries of cultural attribution have led the design works to be
superficial in the process of finding and solving problems and expressing languages.
The design works were too general in terms of recognizing audience, and were too
chaotic and fragment in expressing culture. Those factors further worsened people's
sense of belonging and identity in this era of change.
Population aging has become a common problem facing the Chinese society. When

the society pays much attention to the many new phenomena and new problems that
population aging brings to society and families, we see that Chinese design still lags
behind on this issue. One of the major responsibilities of design is that it must meet
the spiritual and material needs of the target audience by design. Despite a large
number of products have been developed to serve the elderly, products that address
material problems account for the vast majority, there has been few concern about
their spiritual needs. The modernization process of the country is not only participated
by young and middle-aged groups, also the elderly. When considering how to make
the elderly gain a sense of belonging at the spiritual level, perhaps the design needs to
solve not only a single functional problem, but also the humanistic care and spiritual
satisfaction. In addition, lack of humanistic care in design works has been also
reflected in the superficial understanding of cultural connotations. To a certain extent,
the transformation of Chinese society has made people require a cultural experience in
the emotional and spiritual sectors that can satisfy their feelings, and even a cultural
experience that can feel the stimulation and catharsis, so that they can gain a sense of
spiritual belonging and comfort. However, this does not constitute the reason for some
Chinese design works to blindly pursue sensory enjoyment, while ignoring culture
and history and losing spiritual boundaries, cultural positions, and standards of
ugliness. Fragment and generalized designs, vulgar aesthetic standards, and vague
cultural positions will lead audiences to a poor and superficial spiritual world, which
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will be extremely detrimental to the cultural heritage and development of the country.

ORIENTALAESTHETICS IN THE PRACTICE OF ORIENTAL DESIGN
We explore the inspiration and value of oriental aesthetics for contemporary design

in line with the current situation of contemporary Chinese design, and reflects on the
remaining problems in Chinese design so as to clarify the development direction of
Chinese design in the future. Therefore, the oriental aesthetics mentioned here shall be
more specifically designated as “Chinese aesthetics”. Chinese aesthetics, which is
different from Western aesthetics, has its own development history and characteristics.
The philosophical thought of “the unity of Heaven and Man” from the ancient China
had nourished the unique aesthetic consciousness of Chinese classical art. It made
Chinese aesthetics reveal more poetic and Imagery. It was different from traditional
Western aesthetics, which focuses on rational speculation and logical analysis.
Chinese aesthetics uses poetic thinking to develop philosophical reflections on the
artistic world of imagery. This aesthetic theory that was rooted in the traditional
Chinese culture and artistic soil was extremely helpful for the firm cultural position
and design perspective of the current Chinese culture. Specifically, the following
aspects of Chinese aesthetics are particularly worthy of attention and reflection in
contemporary Chinese design:
First of all, Chinese aesthetics always focuses on understanding of the realm of the

mind. Chinese classical civilization has deep emotional and perceptual cognition of
nature. The insight and understanding of natural laws spread into the art world, which
made Chinese classical art and aesthetic concept highlight the communication and
understanding of “heart” and heaven and earth, paying attention to personality, life
value, life process, affection, and presentation of spiritual realm in art. Zong Baihua
argued that “the source of beauty and art is the fluctuation of deepest part of human
beings in contact with his environmental world.” (Chinese aesthetics) “Silence is
integrated into this innocent nature and the innocent space melts.” He took the
Chinese Song and Yuan landscape painting as an example. “They are the most
ethereal spiritual manifestation, and the mind and nature are completely united” (Zong,
2013). As the painter Zhang Wei said, the process of creating Chinese classical art is
“learning from outside while gaining from source of the heart”. “Creation” is the
nature of everything, and “source of heart” is the inner feelings and experience of
nature.
Secondly, Chinese aesthetics emphasizes the employment of symbolic methods to

express the spiritual world of the human being, and to give the feelings and
understanding of all things in the world through the artistic expression of images. The
Chinese classical culture used symbolic and analogical means to recognize things
through the symbolic relationship between an object and other things, producing a
large number of cultural symbols with symbolic meanings. In ancient Chinese works,
“meaning” and “imaginary” were two vocabularies, which first appeared in “Copulate
of Yi Zhuan”: “The sage uses images to express thought, established divinatory
symbols to determine right or wrong, and developed Ci to express meanings” in the
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Southern and Northern Dynasties, in his Literary Mind and the Carving of Dragons,
Liu Wei proposed this idea. Since then, the word “image” has been included in the
world of Chinese philosophy and poetics. “Imaging” means the integration of mind
and object, which can be understood as “image of meaning” or “image of heart”, and
can also be understood as “object” of “heart”. Zheng Banqiao, a painter of the Qing
Dynasty, spoke of "imagery" and "art" in this approach (Zhou, 1985). The formation
of the image came from the artist’s perception and experience of things. What was
integrated in the symbolic images was the artist's aesthetic and cultural standpoint.
Third, Chinese aesthetics has been also an aesthetic summary made from everyday

life. Since ancient times, the Chinese have been good at creating a poetic atmosphere
in their daily lives, and have gained an experience of beauty through a multi-faceted
senses. For example, from tea, incense, flowers, playing the piano in the traditional
Chinese culture, sensory experience produced by those activities can bring beauty,
which is on the one hand physical, on the other hand triggers emotional and spiritual
pleasures. The aesthetic of daily life has been a tradition of ancient Chinese culture
and a source of Chinese classical aesthetics. The poetic environment gave people a
sense of excitement, which in turn enhanced their spiritual and emotional enjoyment
of beauty.
Finally, Chinese aesthetics emphasizes the relationship between art, aesthetics and

society. The aesthetic experience has a positive effect on social development and
personal spiritual world. Chinese classical philosophy attaches importance to the
grasp and reflection of the realm of life. Under the influence of Chinese traditional
culture, each Chinese maintains their own unique life realm and aesthetic taste, and
also displays group similarities. The ancient Chinese advocated and were keen to
cultivate an elegant and refined taste in their long period of life. This taste was
developed through long-term cultural education. From Tang poetry, Song poetry,
“Peony Pavilion”, “Dream of Red Mansions” to the paintings of Wang Meng, Wen
Zhengming and Zheng Banqiao, they all can demonstrate the existence of this taste. In
the view of Chinese aesthetics, artistic experience and activities help to cultivate and
enhance people's tastes and qualities, and promote their world of life to a higher level.
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Figure 1. Zhou Zi’s Taiji Diagram

INSPIRATION AND PROSPECT

At present, we have entered an era of cultural globalization. People have different
opinions about this era, such as the era of culture (the era of creativity), the era of the
Internet (the era of informationization), the era of the great aesthetic economy (the era
of experiencing the economy), and so on. These sayings, though different, have
similarities. For example, in this era symbiosis and commonality are highlighted while
nationality, regionality and individuality are not forgotten; group needs and individual
development are both emphasized; material level satisfaction and more spiritual level
are both the focus. Therefore, in line with the profound understanding of the current
era and based on the Chinese social context and the status quo of Chinese design
development, the metaphysical wisdom and special aesthetic pursuits in Chinese
aesthetics have great inspiration significance for us to explore the new directions of
design in the new era.
First of all, our design needs to be rooted in its own culture, and grasp the cultural

genes and aesthetic habits of the target audience. The design must pay attention to the
exploration and performance of the spiritual and spiritual levels after satisfying the
functions at the material level, thereby giving more direct and deeper expression of
emotional appeals, core, personality temperament of people.
Secondly, learn and draw lessons from the ways and ideas of capturing image

symbol in Chinese classical art, use them in contemporary Chinese design. The
aesthetic style and habits of Chinese aesthetics have nurtured the image symbols and
expressions of Chinese classical art. Contemporary Chinese design can carry out
further image symbolic enhancement in modeling, material and color through the
formal languages in design, making works combine with cultural traditions and
aesthetic habits, so that they can be more in line with the inner world of the Chinese in
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the spiritual and emotional aspects.
Third, recognize the role of design in creating a daily atmosphere. Since ancient

times, Chinese people have maintained the traditions and habits of beautifying their
daily lives, have been willing to create a poetic atmosphere in their lives that
expresses their emotional and spiritual appeals. Contemporary design needs to pay
attention to the Chinese tradition. In designing works, it shall be good at inspiring the
audience's multiple sensory experiences, so as to achieve the realm of aesthetic
enjoyment. That is, “body and things are unified to produce spaces to each other, and
the environment and the body in turn are combined produce emotion”, thereby
allowing people to obtain a more complete life experience and a sense of happiness.
Finally, contemporary Chinese design also must enhance its sense of social

responsibility and mission. The environmental atmosphere and functional experience
created by design works shall not be limited to material satisfaction. In addition to that,
they must also have a positive role for the development of society and the
improvement of personal spiritual world. Give guidance to people in achieving a
higher spiritual pursuit through design works, broaden their own minds, foster their
own attachment, cultivate elegant, pure and exquisite aesthetic tastes, and guide them
to pursue a poetic, loving and responsible life.
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